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Technological advancements have always influenced politics in society, but never in as strong and direct a manner as in the Internet Age.

E-Politics and Organizational Implications of the Internet: Power, Influence, and Social Change charts this influence and describes the unique effect electronic communication has on organizations, communities, nations, and cultures. This book presents the most current research on both the history of these powerful new tools and their preliminary impact both in across the world and in daily life. A thorough understanding of these technologies is necessary to properly navigate this new millennium and this reference is the beginning of that knowledge.

Topics Covered:
- Citizen Participation
- Cultural Change
- ERP Implementation
- Global Politics
- Grassroots movements
- Media Control
- Politics of Image
- Social Networking Economy
- User Participation
- Youth and E-Politics


Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal for classroom use.
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